
Mobile Dome Eclipse Chaser’s Report 
by Susan Reynolds Button 

It was 1988 when I first left the classroom to begin my career as an educator in the rarified atmosphere of a small 

mobile dome with which I traveled to schools in the central region of New York State. That was the beginning of a 

passion for sharing astronomical adventures with my students, my family, and anyone else who would listen!  One of the 

common lessons I taught in my small dome was about the awesome sights we humans can observe as a result of the 

orbital “dance” of the Moon, Sun and Earth. I helped my students keep careful track of the opportunities to experience 

lunar and solar eclipses in near and far away places. We discovered that we would need to wait for 2017 for the closest total solar eclipse. As 

a result, my first students and I had been waiting 29 years for the “Great American Eclipse” which was easily accessible to all in the United 

States. 

Although retired now, my enthusiasm for this special event never waned and this passion was contagious. Family, friends, and neighbors 

caught the eclipse bug and became eclipse chasers. We started making plans to travel to the centerline! 

Two years ago we began to plan our viewing experience and chose Casper, Wyoming as the best bet for us. At that location the weather 

looked very good for that time of year and there were great travel routes for better viewing if the weather did 

turn. A year ago we registered for Astrocon, a conference for amateur astronomers, so we could take advantage of 

the speakers, events and the ability to book reservations for a good price at a local hotel.  

Before the actual event, we shed our cares and woes of everyday life by immersing ourselves in the exceptional 

beauty of Grand Teton and Yellowstone National Parks. Reconnecting with nature and the amazing dark skies 

cleansed our souls and reminded us to focus and appreciate each moment. 

As the day of the eclipse approached, we checked our simple equipment: eclipse glasses and viewers, binocular 

filters, and camera filters. We reviewed what to look for during each moment of the four contacts.  Maybe we 

would be lucky enough to see shadow bands, Baily’s Beads, the diamond ring effect, the shadow, prominences, 

and, during totality, planets and stars! 

Two good viewing areas were set aside for Astrocon attendees; we checked those out on Sunday. One was at the 

Casper Community College and the other at a park down the hill from the college. That night it was overcast and 

rainy. Although the weather reports were good, we worried it would continue to be overcast on eclipse day. 

However, we were delighted to see that the next morning’s sky was clear with only a very small amount of haze!  

Although the college was only a few minutes away, we thought there might be trouble with traffic and so, in 

search of our perfect viewing spot at the college, we left our hotel at 7AM on the day of the eclipse. Traffic was 



light and we got there very early, in about 10 minutes, and first contact was not until 10:22:17AM (MDT)!  It was not crowded and we found 

a good location near a shade tree. Luckily there were breakfast items and coffee for purchase that we enjoyed after we settled into our spot. 

We were prepared for a GREAT time of viewing together one of nature’s most magnificent shows! 

The excitement began as the moon arrived, on time, accompanied by exclamations of “ooos” and “ahhhs” as the area on the upper right of the 

Sun’s circle began to be covered by the moon.  As if waiting for the birth of a child, we paced and kept looking every few minutes to witness 

the progress.  We ate snacks, tried to take pictures and enjoyed each other’s company. 

We visited some nearby groups of people to see what equipment they brought and to talk about the excitement.  

We saw big white sheets of paper meant to capture the shadow bands, a pinhole projector, someone showed us crescents through the holes 

in a Ritz cracker, and someone else showed us how they made holes that also projected the crescents by crisscrossing their fingers. We 

looked under our shade tree and found hundreds of crescents on our blanket.  

It gradually became darker and more than 15 degrees cooler; it felt and looked almost as if a big storm was brewing. 

Then with much louder and more prolonged exclamations, totality started at 11:42:42AM and we removed our glasses and filters and 

looked, shouted, danced and tried to take it all in. I actually missed the diamond ring, as I took off my glasses and the filters off of my 

binoculars. But the corona was so beautifully pearly grey, geometric and detailed. My binoculars revealed some amazing brilliant red 

prominences.  You could see the planets Venus and Jupiter and the star Regulus. We sang “Happy Birthday” to my granddaughter, Hannah, 

who celebrated her tenth orbit around the Sun on this day; it felt like the universe helped her to celebrate as the Sun went dark just like a 

giant candle was blown out! 

I took one last look at the vivid prominences and the glowing chromosphere just as the iphone rang a warning that the 2 minutes 26 seconds 

of totality were over. We quickly put filters and glasses back on as we moaned in disappointment! We exclaimed, “Wait, I want to see that 

again!”….”Do over!”….”I can’t believe how beautiful that was!” and agreed that no picture can ever capture those moments! 

Amazingly, some people started to pack up and left while we waited for the Sun to come back completely; we wanted to see forth contact; 

why didn’t they???  We needed time to process and celebrate the entire amazing experience together! Each of us saw and experienced 

different aspects of the event of totality. It was difficult to describe in complete sentences; it took time to become coherent!!!  

Fourth contact was just as astonishing as total daylight returned. It all went so fast; we were disappointed that this long-awaited awesome 

event was so quickly over. 

Well, we are all lifetime eclipse chasers now and looking forward to 8 April 2024 so we can do this again! We will have another family 

reunion and another chance to prepare to see more details and to deepen our understanding of what we saw of the Great American Eclipse!  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Many ways to appreciate the experience! 

 

 

 



 

 

TOTALITY!!! Thank you Alan for the best picture that I think 

captures the beauty! 

 

    My Happy dance! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy 10th orbit around the sun  

Hannah! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  Draco, the eclipse chaser! 

      

     

Don’t even think of taking my cookies!!! I chased the Moon off of the Sun, I deserve them! 

 

 

 


